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Putin’s inaction continues to widen the conflict.

The British “are actually directly involved in this [Ukraine] conflict.”  — Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov

Washington  and  France  prepare  world  for  NATO  entering  Ukraine  conflict.  US  Defense
Secretary  tells  Congress  that  “if  Ukraine  falls,  I  genuinely  believe  NATO  will  be  fighting
Russia”  (see  this).

Putin continues to convince Washington that Russia is a paper tiger. Putin admits that
Washington is trying to tear Russia apart but he remains open for dialogue with Washington
“whose leaders are openly taking hostile actions against us.” (See this)

German army discussed strike on Crimean Bridge, see this.

The Kremlin continues its state of reality denial by prolonging the conflict.
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Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy during the Reagan Administration. He is a
regular contributor to Global Research.
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